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Abstract. Authentication is a mechanism to distinguish the legitimate users from at-
tackers who intend to access services illegally through open ports. This paper focuses on
the authentication problem in network security. We firstly put up the address and port
knocking (APK) authentication scheme to build a credible connection between the client
and the server. Then the approach of randomly generating sequence and the sending of
the knocking packets are discussed in detail. Thereafter, a matrix transpose multiplication
algorithm is presented to identify the knocking sequence by checking the destination ad-
dresses and ports. Experiments are launched to validate the performance of our scheme.
The empirical results reveal that the APK authentication scheme is efficient and feasible.
Keywords: Concealed authentication, Port knocking, Address knocking, Binary se-
quence

1. Introduction. Network security has already been a significant challenge with the
development of the Internet. Insecurity of information on the Internet and vulnerabilities
of the system lead to a number of security issues. Services running on the open ports may
be connected by malicious requests, which makes the authentication a critical problem.
Firewall is a barrier of system to accept or reject packets, and the authentication is
implemented through a predefined access list. Normal users are granted to access resources
on the server with open ports, while the intruders are rejected. However, the opening port
strategy may provide opportunity for the intruders to initiate malicious attacks. Once
being detected, the running services will be exposed to the attackers, and the system may
be under an insecurity situation or even be controlled.

During the last decade, an innovative method of port knocking has been widely used in
the verification of web services [1], android environment [2], and mobile cloud computing
[3]. Port knocking is a concealed authentication scheme, which can identify the legitimate
hosts imperceptibly with ports closed.

M. Krzywinski firstly described the scheme of port knocking for authentication by
sending the knocking packets to closed ports [4]. Legitimate users were allowed to access
services through correct knocking sequences, which were generated by static or dynamic
strategies. Meanwhile, the attackers would be rejected. Obviously, the idea of the port
knocking authentication comes from the secret knock in daily life for identifying people,
as dictated in the story of “Little Red-Cap”.

Port knocking can be regarded as a stealthy mechanism. The adversaries will be uncer-
tain whether a server exploits the port knocking authentication scheme or not, because
all the ports are closed during the authentication. Once the service daemon detects the
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correct knocking packets, a specific TCP or UDP port will be opened to provide the nor-
mal TCP or UDP service. However, the port knocking scheme is also challenged with
several problems or vulnerabilities, such as the plain text port sequence problem, the
NAT-Knocking, the out-of-order delivery and the replay attack [5,6].

A. C. Donald et al. implemented a dynamic key based user authentication (DKBUA)
framework through generating and sending the key by a cloud authentication server (CAS)
[7]. V. Srivastara et al. gave an encrypted way to determine the knocking sequence with
the help of quadratic residue cipher (QRC) using AES to prevent the sequence from
being obtained [8]. J. H. Liew et al. presented a one time knocking framework by
generating sequence through its random number generator (RNG) server [9]. R. deGraaf
et al. gave an improved port knocking scheme by using a novel authentication algorithm
which is unaffected by NAT [10]. M. Rash put forward a single packet authentication
(SPA) approach using passive OS fingerprinting against the replay attack [11]. In [12],
researchers exploited port knocking with a hybrid of cryptography, steganography and
mutual authentication. P. Sahu et al. presented an encryption/decryption scheme to
modify the hybrid port knocking [13]. It was a feasible method against port scan and
TCP replay attack due to the use of cryptography and steganography.

Port knocking scheme does not hide the service address information, but the service
port only. Therefore, the address information is still exposed to the outside because of the
continuous using of the same destination address during the port knocking authentication.

H. Liu et al. described an address knocking (AK) method for authentication, relying
on deliberately connection attempts via untruly IP address [14]. Compared with port
knocking, the advantages of address knocking scheme can be summarized as follows:
the true address of the server is invisible, and the scheme is irrelevant with upper layer
protocols.

In this paper, we present a combined scheme of address and port knocking (APK) mech-
anism, which implements a concealed authentication by untruly destination addresses and
ports. The knocking sequence is generated randomly based on the address pool, and car-
ried by the client hiding in the source port. Further, we put up a matrix transpose
multiplication algorithm to certificate the knocking sequence by checking the destination
addresses and ports.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the APK authentication
scheme, and describes the approach of randomly generating sequence, and the sending of
the knocking packets. Section 3 discusses the matrix transpose multiplication algorithm
to identify the knocking sequence. Section 4 performs the experimental study to validate
the APK authentication scheme. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Address and Port Knocking Authentication Scheme. Address and port knock-
ing is a covert authentication method through untruly information of addresses and ports.
It could protect the location of server by capturing the knocking sequence imperceptibly
to establish a connection. A secret key is shared between the server and the client. Pro-
cess of certification is undetected and knocking packets are hidden in the normal flow.
Thus, it is tough for aggressors to spy the real location of server. Meanwhile, the attack
cost will be increased.

Let us assume that the server trusts in the client who holds the secret key. Knocking
sequence is represented in binary form which is generated randomly based on address pool
and sheltered in the source port filed of the client as a decimal number. Secret key is used
to convert the form of sequence between the binary and the decimal. Address is selected
from the address pool, and ports are calculated by addresses to confirm the sequence. In
order to prevent the secret key from being obtained through the client, source address
of the client will also be changed every time as an authentication procedure initiates to
access the service.
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2.1. Generation of random knocking sequence. Knocking sequences in our scheme
include addresses selected randomly from address pool, and ports which are obtained by
several addresses. Address is used to identify the knocking sequence while port for the
check field. Each address can be used once in a sequence and ports are settled if addresses
are decided.

The address pool can be formalized as: AP = {IP1, IP2, IP3, . . . , IPn}, n is the size
of the address pool, and IPn is the fake address. We use binary number to represent the
address whether it will be chosen. A 1 ∗ n matrix is used to express the binary sequence
whose cells belong to {0, 1}. The corresponding position of selected address will be set
to 1. For example, if the size of address pool is six and the sequence consists of IP3 and
IP6, the binary sequence is expressed as D = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1). It is tough for attackers
to comprehend the meaning of binary sequence. To avoid attacking, the address pool is
updated at regular intervals. Even if the sequence is intercepted by a malicious attacker,
it is useless for him because of the changing in address pool.

2.2. Method of sending knocking sequence. In our scenario, the knocking sequence
is carried by the client instead of a predefined sequence. We propose a way to take along
the knocking sequence in source port filed by all packets to avoid out-of-order delivery. No
matter which packet arrives first, the server will be able to know the knocking sequence
and check it immediately. To carry the knocking sequence surreptitiously, UDP protocol
is exploited to hide the knocking sequence because of the advantages of lightweight and
stateless. The binary sequence will be transformed into decimal number and encrypted by
secret key. Then it will be hidden in the source port filed of UDP header. The knocking
sequence generated in Section 2.1 has been filled in the destination address and port filed.
Source address and port are the features for distinguishing different users. Every time
we send the sequence to access resources, we change the source address of the sequence
to masquerade as different users. Thus, the client can also be invisible to attackers to
prevent the secret key from being attached. All in all, we exploit the destination address
and port to authenticate and use the source address and port as the client ID. The
schematic diagram of the APK mechanism is shown in Figure 1. In the scheme, the client
sends knocking packets to the server for getting services by APK authentication with a
knocking sequence (0, 0, IP3, 0, 0, IP6) generated in Section 2.1; then, it is transformed
to binary sequence as (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1); the DesIP, DesPort, SrcIP, SrcPort are the fields of
UDP header which hide the authentication information; the circles represent the closed
ports which refuse to provide services; the server detects the packets by capturing in a
daemon.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the APK mechanism
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3. Matrix Transpose Multiplication Algorithm. Through the algorithm proposed
in this section, the server and client just need to be aware of the binary sequence. Then
they will obtain the knocking sequence according to the address pool. The server captures
packets in a daemon and analyzes the packets to get the knocking sequence in a knock
process. Binary sequence will be known after the decryption of source port with secret
key. Based on the binary representation, we put up with an algorithm of matrix transpose
multiplication to identify the knocking sequence.

The algorithm we proposed works by comparing the two constant number d and c
generated by transforming the binary sequence. The destination constant number is
expressed as d which is calculated by D ∗DT , and D is the destination binary sequence. c
is the current constant number which is computed by C ∗DT , and C is the current binary
sequence. The cells of D, C belong to {1, 0}. The verification process is as follows, as
shown in Figure 2.

Step 1. Initialize the destination number d = D ∗ DT .

Step 2. The server monitors the attempts through capturing packets.

Step 3. Once packets are captured successfully, check out the destination address and
port whether match the knocking sequence or not. If it is a knocking packet,
turn to Step 4, or return to Step 2.

Step 4. Set the matrix C and calculate the number c = C ∗ DT . If c matches d, turn to
Step 5, or return to Step 2.

Step 5. Authentication is successful, and the client can get services from the server.

For example, assume a destination binary sequence (1, 0, 0, 1, 0) from the source port
filed, so d = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0) ∗ (1, 0, 0, 1, 0)T = 2. The current binary sequence will be ini-
tialized as (0, 0, 0, 0, 0), and the knocking sequence is (IP1, 0, 0, IP4, 0). When IP1 is
recognized, and C will be altered to (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and c = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) ∗ (1, 0, 0, 1, 0)T = 1.
Comparing d and c, the certification is terminated when c matches d. This procedure

Figure 2. Flow chart of matrix transpose multiplication algorithm
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transforms the manipulation of knocking sequence into mathematical operation of binary
sequence.

4. Experiments and Results. In order to evaluate the performance of our knocking
approach, we implement an address and port knocking prototype with C++ platform,
and perform the experimental study. According to the principle of the most beneficial
to the attacker, a simple testbed is established: 2 PCs with Linux Ubuntu14.04 are used
as the client and server, and 1 PC with Windows XP acts as the attacker, who aims to
discover the true location of the server and see if any service is open. The experimental
environment is shown in Table 1. We capture the traffics through Sniffer Pro v4.7.5.
Firewall is running on the server with ports closed, and the secret key is shared by two
sides.

Table 1. Experimental environment

Information/Hosts Server Client Attack Host
Operation System Linux Ubuntu14.04 Linux Ubuntu14.04 Windows XP

Memory 2G 2G 2G
Kernel Version Intel Core i3 Intel Core i3 Intel Core i3

4.1. Concealment of the address and port knocking authentication. Conceal-
ment means the communication of two sides cannot be discovered or intercepted by an-
other. Malicious attackers cannot find out the targets even if they launch an eavesdropping
attack. A traditional service request is building a connection through fixed IP and port.
The authentication process is effortless to be probed by attackers, and the information
of the server is exposed conspicuously, as is shown in Figure 3(a). The line indicates the
flow between the client and the server.

(a) Traditional services (b) Normal address and port knocking

(c) APK with source addresses changes

Figure 3. Flow diagrams of different forms communication
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Our knocking method is implemented by beaming knocking packets with a series of
fake addresses which are selected from the address pool. It seems like that the client
interconnects with many servers, so the real server is hidden. The traffic graphing of
Figure 3(b) shows a number of connections have been established. The lines represent the
flow over a period of time in Figures 3(b) and 3(c). The attack cost will increase because
assailants would untowardly find out the true server to mount malicious attacks.

In order to enhance the security of process, the client is in correspondence with the
server by changing the source address regularly. Every time the source address is selected
randomly from the private address pool (not the address pool for generating sequence),
the client sends knocking packets in various source addresses. The shared secret key will
be protected because the malicious attackers may not detect the real location of the client
who uses our method. After a great deal of exchanges between 2 sides, the flow diagram
shows many hosts are in communication while there are only 2 hosts in fact (In Figure
3(c)). So we have reached the goal of secluded communication by making the server and
the client stealth.

4.2. The influence factor of knocking time. The knocking time we test includes the
sequence generation and sending time, analysis time of the binary sequence, sequence
authentication time and time of service provided by the server. The main influence factor
of time is the length of binary sequence. In our scheme, the size of address pool stands
for the length of binary sequence. So the approach is put into practice by different
sizes (range from four to sixteen) of address pool that knocking address is selected from
it randomly. Hundreds of experiments are performed to increase the accuracy of the
average certification time. The result shows the knocking time is longer as the size of
address pool increased (in Figure 4). The authentication time is acceptable as it is within
2000µs (2ms).

Figure 4. Authentication time in APK
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5. Conclusions. Our work has focused on the authentication problem in network secu-
rity. We put up an address and port knocking authentication scheme to build a credible
connection between the client and the server. The scheme combines the address knocking
and the port knocking to protect the services and make the server invisible. The address
sequence is used for verifying the client, while the port sequence works as a checking field.
Allowing for the efficiency and security, we exploit binary form to delegate the knock-
ing sequence, and present a method to certificate the sequence. Finally, experiments are
launched to validate the performance of our authentication scheme. 2 factors are tested,
i.e., the concealment of the server and the authentication time. The empirical results
reveal that our authentication scheme is efficient and feasible.

However, deficiencies also exist in APK that the future researches should concentrate
on the following aspects: (1) mechanisms are needed to deal with the lost packets which
make the normal attempts of concealed authentication failed; (2) find out rapid and precise
algorithms to identify the knocking sequence from massive packets to avoid wasting time in
the authentication process; (3) potential vulnerabilities should be taken into consideration
to resist attackers. So the fault tolerance, accuracy and anti-attack capability of the
APK scheme need to be explored to enhance the robustness of concealed authentication
mechanism in the future.
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